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Web Design



What is Graphic Design?

What is Web Design?

Designing a webpage requires different skills and disciplines to produce and 
maintain a website.  The dynamic parts of web design includes interface design,
authority, web graphics design, including standardized code and proprietary 
software, Search engine optimization and user interfacing.  Web designing is an 
integral part of  IT that which involves presenting them online.  A web page with 
dynamic and interactive contents which gets updated periodically ensures a 
better health of the page in future. Animation Humors enhances the User 
Interface of the page thereby making the users to stick on to your page. Web 
designing is a particular stage of the broad process of web development which 
ranges from gathering requirements of the client to maintaining the website and 
modifying it to stand up at upcoming modern days.

Graphic Design is the work of visual communication and also problem solving 
through typography, space, image and colour. The field can be tracked to get the 
origins from visual communication and communication design. It allows 
various methods to create and combine words, images and symbols to get a 
visual representation of ideas. A combination of typography, visual arts and 
page layout are processed to get a final result. 



Interactive Animations

Use Humor for Text

Colour Blocking

Grids Vs Masonry

Split-Screen Style

One focal point at a time

Stuffed pages with fat chopped off

Gradient content density

Assymetric Design

Meaning Implied by motion

Super Imposed space

Scroll-triggered and loading Animations Eise and wait

Material Design

Proliferation of UI patterns

Card Layout

Trends of web design in 2016  



        Flash Player

     WYSIWYG editors like Dreamweaver

     Graphic editors like Adobe photoshop

     Programming Skills

     HTML and CSS

Tools and Technologies repuired for Web Designing

Terminologies in Designing a larger page

Mobility first

Responsive Designs

Minimalist look

content first approach



Coreldraw

Dream weaver

HTML

Java Script

Cascading Style Sheet 

 Photoshop

Major Categories of Web designing 

Photoshop

Adobe Photoshop is an image processor application that allows both raster 
as well as vector graphics editing. It enables dynamic options for creating 
and modifying with its layer-based approach and transparency. It is the 
great tool for manipulating images and graphics in your webpages. most of 
the web and graphics designers uses photoshop to process their images or 
animations. 



Cascading Style Sheet

A CSS is a styling language to describe the visuals of a document that is made 
up of markup language.  It is the cornerstone technology which makes visually
engaging websites.  The primary characteristics of a CSS file is to separate
the document from its style enhancement instructions. Web pages those
days are mainly framed with HTML and CSS3.  A CSS rule-set consists of a
selector and a declaration block selector which points the element and 
decloration block specifi of some property value for that element.  

Java Script

Along with HTML and CSS, JavaScript is one of the three care technologies of a 
webpage.  It is a multi-paradigm language by the prototype based first class 
functions.  It handles text, arrays, dates and expressions with its own API.  JS 
virtual machines and platform makes the sever-side web applications where as 
on the client-side, it is implemented as an Interpreted language.



Adobe Dreamweaver is a web development application that combines a visual 
design surface known as Live view and a code editor with standard features like 
syntax suggestions, code completion and collapsing in edition with some 
sophisticated features like real-time syntax checking and code introspection. It 
also offers the users to design, code, manage websites and visualize the web 
content while coding itself.  It allows to locally edit the files and then upload them 
to the server using any of  the  FTP. 

Dreamweaver

Coreldraw is a vector graphic editor that contains bundles of graphics related 
programs.  The latest version of coreldraw is stuffed with numerous features like 
content organizer, web graphics and animation tools, multi-core performance 
improvement, digital content, object hinting, enhanced mesh tool with 
transparency.  It helps in building a visually interactive website by using templates 
and site styles.

Coreldraw



Any Graduate / Freshers / Experience

Startups or Entrepreneurs

Engineering Students

MBA / MCA / Marketing Students

Offline Marketing Managers/ Asst. Manager/ Supervisors

Eligibility

Duration
     6 To 12 Months Based on your performance.

     Program duration will be 2 or 3 hours per day or be extended if  required.

Duration



Computer Fundamentals

MS Word

MS Excel

MS Powerpoint 

MS Access

Office Automation

HTML

Java Script

CSS (Cascaded Style Sheet)

J querry

BLOGGING

Web Development



Is it really worth it? 

In this ever changing Tech-world that changes to infinity, it is must to be innovative 
to run along with it. Being creative and something new design would make your site 
attractive as something new is always desired. With this course, you can get in-depth 
knowledge of designing a website and capable enough to do freelance projects.

What is web designing?

Web designing is an integral of graphic designing which involves designing contents 
of the pages of a website. It includes designing the layout, images and graphical 
contents of a website. both Raster and vector graphics processing are done in a web 
designing work. Designing a page which is adaptive to any display resolution, 
enhances your design and such design method is called Responsive Web Design.

Can I make my own design rather than using a template?

Obsolutely, yes! the training program will make you capable of working with or 
without templates. Custom Designs are more welcomed as most templates lacks the 
SEO friendly nature or easy modifications or being used million of times. Making 
custom design makes your site unique and is always appreciable.

FAQ

What all I will be needing?

Nothing much than any degree, Pc/Laptop with some set of tools, and tonnes of 
interest and dedication would do.  Our professionals will train you to know what all 
the tools you will be needing, how to use them, the language using which a website 
can be designed.  And most importantly 6 months or a year of your time, based on 
your involvement in designing some site.



know more about us...

Badenerstrasse 281,
8003 Zurich,

www.jalammaeducation.com

info@jalammaeducation.com

0445862411, 0765440963

WWW

www.facebook.com/jalammaeducationcenter

@jalammaeducation

www.linkedin.com/in/jalammaeducation
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